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Beyond Totem and Tabù notes on Ilan Pappé’s essay “The Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine” 

by Flavia Donati, Rome, January 24, 2014 

  

The reading path for Ilan Pappé’s book has been a struggle to hold the emotions under rein as 

the historical reconstruction of “the ethnic cleansing of Palestine” was unfolding.  Each of you 

who has read it, will know what I mean. 

It is like a scary script, with a shivering music in the background. It takes us from the  

historical roots of Zionism in late 1880, their theories and their coordination between the 

ideologists, the political strategists and the Military, setting the scene of the physical and 

cultural “de-arabization” and the appropriation of the autochthonous population’s land. It 

sets the scene leading up to the 22days long bombing of Gaza, the planned destructions, 

expulsions, then like now, covered up by studied occultation. The colonization of the land 

and of the Palestinian people. 

Ilan Pappé describes all this like an historian and like a pained scholar. He is an 

historian but he is also an Israeli. And he is working on his History. His style is linear and dry 

while describing the subtle political and military strategies, their cataloguing and classifying 

of the peaceful Palestinian villages which were soon going to be erased and then colonized, 

the duets with the British  Mandate, the successions of Plans A, B, C, D for Dhalet plans for 

the de-arabization of the land of Palestine.   

His crystalline style as historian allows our emotions to freely accompany our 

discovering  events and documents which had been kept hidden. 

At the beginning one can read only few pages at the time. Too many intense emotions. 

Then one learns to hold them while learning. 

 

Read the book. 

…but it is not this what I want to address. 

I would like to use my  psychoanalytic perspective to explore some of the key points of this 

beautiful-disquieting book. 

How could Pappé on his own deal with all the stages of his discoveries? 

I will try to visit some of the forbidden milestones of the Israeli-Zionist identity he challenges 

and I will highlight his description of  the profound, true obstacles to Peace, the negation of 

the Nakba and the ethnic cleansing of Palestine. It is a fundamental historical-political-

psychological statement. 

1st Pappé’s challenge: The birth of the Israeli State was planned 50 years before the 

Holocaust. 

It was not a retribution for the great suffering of the Holocaust. It has its roots in the Jewish 

Nationalism of which Theodor Hertzel was the ideologist from 1880 and in the Colonialism 

19th Cent. It used the operating British Empire  and then it took advantage of its collapse. 

It had some of its motives in the difficult relationships between European Jews and 

their Governments oscillating from assimilation and persecution. But the point Pappé’s work 

illustrates is that the planning of the State of Israel precedes the holocaust.  

And here I think Pappé unsettles the ivory rock of the Image of Victim which 

magically annuls the content of his actions when illegal, violent, criminal, inhuman as the 
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pervasive reflected image is one of a Victim. A Victim who through primitive psychic 

defences and learned manipulations HOLDS AND GIVES an image of an eternal Victim even 

when it becomes an aggressor of harmless and defenceless people. 

A psychodynamic of the eternal Victim to whom an eternal restitution is owed. In 

order to realize its project of conquest of land and power uses “negation” as a primitive 

defence followed and sustained by a necessary falsification…and this eternal Victim loses 

contact with ethics, reality sense, its  relationship with one’s  search for personal  and 

historical truth which is the oxygen for our mental health…its not-feeling-responsibility for 

the other human being, or feeling remorse or guilt for aggressive or murderous actions  are 

denied and the projected onto the Other who becomes the Evil, the Persecutor, the de-

humanized. As we have seen recently:  the Israeli Foreign Minister  Livni repeating: “it is not 

us who are killing the Gaza children, it is Hamas; we have not shot dead the journalists, it is 

Hamas; we have not bombed the refugees in the UN compound, it is Hamas” . 

Pappé unveils this Zionist strategy which has used the studied hiding of its plans and 

then of its criminal actions using in a manipulatory way this image of eternal Victim, even 

more insidiously of the trauma of the holocaust. Pag 110 reference to the deliberate use of the 

threat of the memory of the holocaust while training the troops for the ethnic cleansing.  

2nd Pappé’s challenge.  He says the Founding Fathers of Israeli State are no heroes but 

they have stained their hands with war crimes. 

Pappé studies documents  the planning of their war crimes from Ben Gurion diary and 

from military documents uncovered  in 1998. 

The activities of Haganà created in 1920 to give protection to the Jewish colonies in 

Palestine but then actively used as the military arm of the Jewish Agency responsible for the 

Zionist occupation of Palestine and the ethnic cleansing  since the 30s. 

Ben Gurion, Menachem Begin, Moshe Dayan ect, Pappé gives us a very pained and 

even shocked account of their strategies and  violent actions. 

Do we realize what Pappé has gone to challenge in his own country? He has unveiled 

the  entire iconography of the saviour  heroic angel exposing  its falsification. 

Without bringing you into the analytic room: do you remember the film “Music 

Box”with Jessica Lange as the Hungarian, first American generation, lawyer who begins to 

defend her father accused by the FBI of horrendous war crimes against the Hungarian 

Jews...she is slowly discovering the truth.  It is a painful and shocking pathway she fights 

against using self-censorship, negation, splitting, idealization…but her ethical integrity forces 

her to search the historical truth about her father until she “loses” the father she had known, 

she loses the identity of her history as she had lived by, towards a new integration of 

emotions and knowledge in a new loneliness...and the film ends on the moving image of 

herself taking her 10 year old son outside to sit on a bench  in the gelid garden chilled also by 

her impending revelations to him about his beloved grandfather she is not going to have in 

her life anymore.  

Wilfred Bion, an English psychoanalyst, postulates the existence of a Truth Instinct 

besides the more famous Pleasure and Reality Principles. 

Different form the epistemophilic Instinct which searches knowledge  on reality. 
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This instinct has a difficult life but it is essential for our mental health like food is for 

our physical health. It pushes us beyond what we sense is suspended and nebulous, if we are 

able to listen to what Bion calls “unconscious counsciousness”, the need to know prevailing 

over fear, censorship, stepping away from the forbidden. 

It roots in our primitive experiences with having our sensations acknowledged in the 

relationship with our caregivers, in their capacity to respect us, to help us to recognize what 

we feel and think without  forcefully putting themselves into our minds as if  “it is us”. 

Bion drafts the vicissitudes of what happens to what we evade, to what we do not 

want to know, to what we do not tolerate. It is evacuated as a projective identification (…) 

either into the pathology of the body or onto internal representations of our objects, into 

external objects then grossly deformed by our projections. The end result are mental 

representations that can be described as “radioactive”, grossly distorted and persecutory. 

What happens then to the Israeli population , at least to the educated one, who could 

know but does not want to know what have their Founding fathers  really done. The chain of 

“not wanting to know” becomes a dark prison for the mind where the primitive schizo-

paranoid thinking prevails(…)...like in the dark ages of civilization or the primitive stages of 

the infant’s development. No doubting is possible, it is immediately rejected as traitor.  

Doubting threatens the whole infrastructure of the denied History. 

What happens to our Ilan Pappé who was animated by such a strong Bionian Truth 

Instinct? May be not now or here but I would care very much to know what were the 

consequences for him of his need to uncover the events of the foundation of his country? 

How has his life changed after this?  

3) Pappé’s challenge: he says if there is no Israeli assumption of responsibility for their 

own crimes during the ethnic cleansing of Palestine, Peace is impossible. 

This concept is of greatest importance also to any psychoanalytic theory and clinical 

therapeutic  work. 

Freud wrote in 1913 that any aggressive act leading a tribe or an individual to kill, is 

followed by purification rites as the taboo of killing is intrinsic in all human beings, its 

rupture was feared, it could not have been hidden, on the contrary it required public 

ceremonies. 

“we attributed a limitedness cruelty to savage populations, remorseless towards their 

enemies…it is therefore with great interest that we discover that the killing of a man imposed 

them a series of prescriptions typical of the rites of taboo...the conciliation with the killed 

enemy, limitations (prolonged abstinence from food, or from contact with women and 

children), expiatory practices, purifications of the killer, a series of ceremonies”… 

The dead are also depositories of hostile feelings rooted in the ambivalence of human 

relationships. This is also in the dynamics of normal/pathological mourning as we see in our 

psychoanalytic work. 

With the non assumption of responsibility, the negation of the killings that took place 

in the colonization we find: VIOLATED TABOO, NEGATED VIOLATION, IMPOSSIBILE 

ELABORATION, MAINTENANCE OF THE NEGATION at all costs under the pressure of 

fear and reification of the Other and of the feared transformation of oneself into the aggressor. 
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Pag 204 Arnon Soffer, prof of Geography at University of Haifa in May 2004 “ if we 

want to stay alive we must kill, kill, kill. Every day. If do not kill we stop existing. The 

unilateral separation does not grant us peace, it grants us a Jewish-Zionist State with an 

overwhelming Jewish majority.” 

 The historical negation and therefore the psychological negation of the perpetrated 

crimes has to be re-proposed continuously with lies, occultation, loss of  the universal human 

ethical guidance, and the maintenance of primitive defence mechanisms. They impede the re-

composition of conflicts. 

Micheal Eigen, an interesting American analyst of Jewish origin, wrote an essay on 

“Guilt in the Age of Psychopathy” in which he says: “the obliteration of guilt for hurting 

someone else is de-humanizing” ... 

Psychoanalysis has studied a lot the healthy role of  healthy guilt in the development 

of a  mature human being.  From melanie klein to ferenczi, gringberg, fornari. 

4th Pappé’s challenge: Peace cannot take place on the negation of the Nakba   

Here Pappé overthrows the dominant picture given by the Israeli State that they have always 

been searching for peace, in their view denied by the Palestinians. Pappé enters into another 

milestone of the Israeli identity. He does it as an historian, reconstructing and revealing the  

Zionist strategies, the under the table games with the international Powers meant to nullify 

any apparent peace negotiation (Geneva, Oslo, Camp David) while sabotaging the substance 

of any treaty by conquering more and more land, colonizing it more and more, expelling 

more and more Palestinian population, “de-arabizing” land and culture exposing the adult 

Palestinian population to the hardship and the humiliations of failing to provide and protect 

their families and communities.  

And he challenges the pretence of peace searching as a true humanist and honorary 

psychoanalyst!   

In the working through of traumas its first essential moment is being able to tell what 

happened,…it is the first step in the reconstruction of the sense of Self. One slowly learns to 

contain the fear, the terror, the horror, the pain linked to the memory. Who did what to 

whom. Why. Their impact. How they have changed the course of one’s life. Who is missing. 

Who has failed whom. What helped. Who has abandoned, who has inspired courage and 

resilience. Who was our model for our struggle for survival. How one felt all along. The 

reconstruction of the history of trauma also can create bonds between generations as it allows 

the next generation to free itself from the obligation of being the “memory holder”...usually 

through hatred towards the traumatizer. 

The denied memory often remains  frozen in the next generation, impedes their choices 

in their lives, even any possible enjoyment of their present for an unconscious empathy with 

the victim in  one’s parents, grandparents, one’s  community. 

It is in anti-thesis with conciliation. 

Pappé goes right into the heart  of trauma elaboration both in his fellow countrymen hurt by 

the persecutions suffered by their previous generation in Europe, and in the Palestinians in 

turn hurt by the Israeli through the century long expansion of the colonization. 

Pappé says: the Palestinians are our victims and like we want to be acknowledged in our 

history of Nazi persecution so that we can work through our losses, the same must happen to 
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them, the Palestinians who could never accept that their refugees, survived to persecution, 

expulsion, deprivation  and losses (land, family, dignity, identity) at the hands of the Israelis 

should remain as nameless souls, eternally denied and kept in a destitute purgatory.  

I am not religious but this is what I call the core of the Christian ethics “do not do to 

the other what you do not want done to you” 

As a psychoanalyst I consider this an acquisition of the capacity to consider the Other 

as human as we are, beyond narcissism, beyond perversion, beyond primitive thinking. 

Pappé explores another crucial  milestone in the journey towards real peace. Where 

would the acknowledgment lead? Punishment? Bloodbath? Amnesty?  And this again is of 

high psychological value. Pappé writes: we might not aim at punishment of the Israelis in 

power when  responsible of the war crimes that have been described (dates, places, names of 

villages, Military in charge)  like  it was done in other war crimes scenarios (Nuremberg, Le 

Haag). The way in which the Israelis could take responsibility and make amend is to 

acknowledge the existence of the refugees they have provoked and recognize their right to 

return. And by doing that Israel could at last overcome the colonial and apartheid ideology 

which has dominated the nation opening up to a real creation of a non-religious multi-racial 

State.  

I read this indication of the path to Peace like a fertile variation of the spirit of the 

process undergone between 1995 -1998 in the truth and Reconciliation Tribunals in Mandela’s 

South Africa. 

The possibility for the victim to be acknowledged and listened to in the context of his 

community there as a witness and as emotional support. The requirement for the aggressor to 

listen to the narrative and to take on the responsibility for the suffering and the losses 

inflicted. Only then victim and aggressor can hope to initiate a stage of conflict resolution. 

The model might be associated to the Christian model of confession and forgiveness rather 

than to one of judicial punishment but these are effective experiments to deal with mass 

traumas and their everlasting bloodthirsty inheritance. 

5th  Pappé’s challenge: description  of the role of the absent or\and collusive  Third 

which promotes destructive dynamics. 

Another crucial point, crucial for the obstacles to Peace, crucial to the psychological 

consequences of the failure of the role of the Third, of Justice, of the Independent Observer, of 

the UN, of the International Tribunals. 

The book focuses on the responsibility of the author’s nation, Israel, and it intentionally 

leaves in the back ground any critical consideration about the Other, being it the Palestinian 

strategy and leadership and the role played by the International Powers, Un in particular. 

Pappé adds to his analysis of the real obstacles to a fair and real Peace (besides the 

entire Zionist strategy, the ethnic cleansing, the Nakba)  the far reaching damages inflicted by 

the collusive oscillation of the UN between complicity and impotence towards the Zionist 

politics, at first during the british mandate, then from ’48 onwards through the UN 

resolutions, all rejected in contempt by Israel, a part from the 194 which had created the State 

of Israel. 

In psychoanalysis the role of the Third is considered essential in any healthy mental 

functioning in the individual (a father or his role in the resolution of mother-baby symbiosis) 
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and in the communities (Judiciary system between offenders and offended, Information 

between Governments and its Citiziens). 

The abdication of the Third provokes the emergence of fratricidal primitive destructive 

dynamics. 

If the Third abdicates, disappears, is corrupted, trauma is transmitted through the 

generations, it destroys the future of the new generation from the cradle. Inherited revenge 

becomes loaded with violence.  

An interesting reading is the book “war traumas” by 4 Italian psychoanalysts who 

tried to contribute to the elaboration of the Bosnian war trauma.  

The contempt towards International tribunals, the mocking of the anti-nuclear  

proliferation treaties, the vilification of the Geneva Convention on war prisoners, the 

thousands of un-tried prisoners, even minors, thrown into the Israeli jails...Israel makes its 

choice. But the International Community by not intervening continues to provoke tragic 

damages which are going to be passed from one generation to the other…If memory is 

buried, memory is kept alive through revenge. 

I thank Ilan Pappé again for his psychological courage and for his revealing scholarly 

research.             

 

Flavia Donati, Psychiatrist and Psycoanalist SPI (Italian Psycoanalist Society) 

 

Rome, January 24, 2014 

I was invited to write this paper by ISM-Italia in the context of seminar The Israeli-

Western War against Gaza.                               

 

        

 

           

 

  

 

  

 
  


